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PhilZtdelphiZl InfirmZlry of OsteopZtthy
Osteopathy Practiced as an Art
TREATMENT OF DISEASES
Osteopathy treats all chronic diseases, very many of which have been
abandoned as incurable by other systems of treatment. Statistics show that 8o
per cent. of these we cure outright; go per cent. we greatly benefit; and 5 per
cent. receive little benefit; none are in any way injured.
Among the diseases treated successfully are the following :
Heart and Lung Diseases, Pneumonia, Hemorrhages.
Nervous Diseases, as general Nervous prostration, facial and general agitans, head. ache, sciatica, lumbago, tic douloureux, St. Vitus dance, locomotor ataxia, and all forms
of neuralgia, paralysis.
•
General Diseases.-Loss of voice, enlarged tonsils, incipient consumption, asthma,
wry neck, catarrh, granulated sore eyes, pterygium, erysipelas, scrofula, spinal cnrvature,
goitre, eczema, rheumatism, eye and ear affections.
All Dislocations.-Hip-joint diseases, milk leg, varicose veins.
Liver and Kidney Diseases.-Bright's disease, gall stones, diabetes.
All Stomach and Intestinal affections, catarrh of the stomach, dyspepsia, constipation, piles, flux, dysentery.
Urethral Diseases.-Stricture, enlarged prostate.
Female Diseases a Specialty .-Irregular and painful menstruations, prolapsus,
leucorrhrea, barrenness.

RECOGNIZED SPECIALISTS
By virtue of our special training in Descriptive, Demonstrative, Morbid
and Living Anatomy, we are recognized as specialists in the knowledge of the
structures of the human body in all the possible conditions of health and
disease; and by the exact and exhaustive study of Physiology and Chemistry,
as relating to the bodily conditions, we diagnose and treat diseases in a manner
entirely new and different from all other systems. Medicines are never used.
Our methods are wholly natural and scientific. Our cures are permanent,
because natural.

CONSULTATION FREE
Address all correspondence to the Philadelphia College and Infirmary of
Osteopathy.
0. J. SNYDER, A. C., M. S., D. 0., President.
MASON W. PRESSLY, Secretary and Treasurer.

WITHERSPOON BUILDING
(Sixth Floor) Walnut, Juniper and Sansom Streets
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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exceptionally strong faculty,

thorough equipment and the unusual educational advantages
afforded by the City of Philadelphia
itself should attract every one who contemplates the study of Osteopathy.
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F there is one thing that OsteT has been demonstrated that right
opathy is emphasizing above
actions separately and conjoined give physical healthanother, it is the need of a new
and that lack of such action
definition of disease.
Osteresults in conditions which people call opathy is developing the groundsickness. Further than this Oste- work of disease-is endeavoring to
opathy has demonstrated how to define it pathologically. In other
keep these parts in right relation words it aims to give a definition of
and that right relation means health. disease from the standpoint of cause,
With this knowledge-with this rather than from the standpoint of
demonstration Osteopathy presents effect. The difference is radical. It
itself to the world offering to re- addresses itself to sources; the Old
store -re-arrange -re-adjust the School addresses itself to effects. An
disarranged-mal-adjusted relation- effect is a cause out of alignment
ships, that the mighty-the ahnighty just . . as the philosopher tells us dirt
forces of nature rna y be let in and is matter out of place.
let at and let out, as it were from
their enforced hiding places and be
permitted to go their way unobHE human body is the workstructed through the highways and
manship, to speak after the
by-ways and alleys of the human
tnanner of men-of Divine
body, giving motion where motion
power-wisdom and love.
was obstructed, giving unfettered It needs sustenance. Its normal
action to vi tal agencies which were condition is health. Its blood vessels,
tied up. This is Osteopathy and nerves, muscles, bones and ligathis is the science of life.
ments are on intimate infinitely
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intimate relations.
Each muscle
is a storehouse of power and has
its definite range of duties. Each
corpuscle is where it is because of a
force behind and a requiretnent in
front-which puts and keeps it there
relatively. Each nerve is a telegraph line that supplies a number
of stations.
Each bone is a center
of force performing a number of
specific duties. Each ligatnent has
its duties and it is aided in its work
by a set of forces which have their
origin far back in the organistn.
Osteopathy has unfolded and defined
and measured the work, the purpose,
the methods of action of all these
parts.

they could have a mental picture of
the internal disarrangement which
produces the result called sickness
they would realize the magnitude
of tnedical error, which has held the
world for ages in slavery to false socalled systems. If they could " see,"
they would see from microscopic cell
to visible ill, simply a series of abnormal relations and nothing more,
unless it would be the accumulated
results of those abnormal arrangements. But they cannot see and do
not know and supplement this unfortunate condition by a belief that
fences out nature's true remedy.

STEOPATHY declares with
the energy of overwhelming
T is not the province of a journal
demonstration, that disease is
of this character to teach how
derangetnent.
From this
nature is aided in her work, but
it is its purpose to point out point of view the term sickness as
the fact that a new era has dawned detnanding attention derives a new
upon the world which holds in its definition. It is not sickness that the
protoplasm, so to speak the pos- Osteopath treats but derangement.
sibilites of grandest import to It is not the organ that is treated but
humanity. For ages the world has the power which controls the organbeen chasing after false medical when the Osteopath makes a social
gods. In this Twentieth Century call, it is not the servant who opens
Osteopathy comes-not as a fad-not the door that he visits but the head
as an ism-not as a theory-not as of the house.
a catch-penny scheme to profit by a
These words are written to those
tetnporary wave of popularity, but who know little-possibly· nothing
it comes as the richest and greatest of Osteopathy. Osteopathy ignores
secret which our Mother Nature can drugs as cumbrous instruments,
bestow upon us, to enable us to blunderbusses of Shakespeare's time
return to her arms and be nursed by as compared to the modern rifle in
her vitality and her spirit and her shooting power. It passes by drugs
breath into the highest and healthiest 1nade in factories out of roots, leaves,
physical and mental life.
and tninerals, and reaches out after
the drugs manufactured in finely adjusted quality and quantity in the
It teaches and
F thousands of people who are human system.
" sick " could only know in demonstrates that the human mapoint of fact what is functionally chinery is a laboratory and workshop
wrong which causes their" sick- of exceeding power and exceeding
ness," they would confess tc the fineness and that within it are to be
greatest surprise of their lives.
It found from birth to decrepitude all
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arrangesee and do
t this una belief that

needed agencies for the sustenance
of life. It opens up vast and limitless
possibilities for the maintenance of
the maximum energy of physical
and mental capacity. It opens a
new un-trodden field in which
hun1anity will find means to hold
and enjoy the means of healthful
existence. The work of :its journals
is to carry the glad tidings to the
people and bid them welcome at the
door of the temple wherein is to be
found life as nature intended life to
be.
STEOPATHS often speak of
the spontaneous removal of
abnormalities. This is the
basis, the keynote of Osteopathy. Abnormalities are ill-health.
Spontaneous removal of ill-health
means that such action is set up in
the human syste1n as will of then1selves drive out abnonnal conditions.
Nature being well, robust, always
seeks to return to itself. Health is
the center of gravity, ill-health is
the circumference, and when natura1
forces act they act to draw to the
center. Hence the Osteopath simply
hunts after that abnonnality whi.c h
prevents bodily actions and bodily
forces them swinging back to their
natural center.
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HE protoplasm of the cell is
the engineer of the lnunan
body. If it rebels or strikes,
trouble follows.
Can the
protoplasm be kept in good humor?
Yes, that is the o bj ecti ve point and
tnission and crowning victory of
Osteopathy. It has discovered how
to reach and affect these microscopic
agencies and to line them up in
right action within and without.
They are beyond reach of all known
remedial agencies as ordinarily ad-
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ministered. They are too remote,
too small, too elusive to respond to
cumbrous n1ethods. These microscopic forces often fail to respond to
their own internal vital phenomena.
The result is an interruption of the
metabolic cycle or force-forming
agency. This interruption obstructs
the inrush of vitalizing agencies
frmn the cell environment. In other
words the cell refuses to work itself
and shuts the door to friendly aid
from the outside. This condition
lays the foundation for a series of
effects which in time produce visible
sickness.
When this happens what is to be
done? Evidently to get the door open
and start the cell to work. This is
the great work and purpose of Osteopathy, and it does this work adn1irably. As well might a man try
to pick his teeth with a crowbar as
for medicine to try to open this
minute cell-door and induce the cell
to act. When cell action is o bstructed, the mechanism of elimination must be set to work, and it is
just this that the Osteopath does.
He does this by natural, mechanical
means, through the environ1nents
extending from the surface to the
remote interior of the human body
w h ere microscopic forces
act
supreme.

FTER all what is disease? It
is simply a disturbance.
Disturbance of what? A
disturbance of natural processes. The root of sickness is
generally to be found in obstructed
cell action. The cell becomes for
some reason unable to transact
business and is pounced upon by
the landlord or sheriff, and the
outcon1e is called sickness. The
action of the cell may be and is

A
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arrested at various stages. The Osteopath at once inquires where the
stoppage has occurred and why. If
he can re-arrange proper cell action
he has seized the microscopic beginnings of sickness.

A high authority enumerates eight
agents that act as stimuli on living
organisms. They are heat, light,
electricity, gravity, water, chemical
substances, molar agents, and the
density of the environing medium.
The reason why drug giving and
taking is unscientific and erroneous
is very simple, viz., all cells have
their limits of capacity for response
to surrounding agencies, and these
cells are constantly changing, not
according to some fixed method, but
in accordance with the action of an
infinity of minute forces which never
act the same way on different individuals, and never the same way on
the same person at different times.

Illness from the Osteopathic point
of view assumes a somewhat mechanical complexion.
There is
scarcely any form of sickness but
that can be referred directly or indirectly to the cell and its environtnents, and the action of its environments on it. Ordinary medical practice entertains no such conception.
The cell in Osteopathy is the base
of supplies in a sense.
The future of Osteopathy has and
tnust have for its object the investigation and greater or less control of
the various manifold stimuli conveyed to the cells by the nerves in
a thousand complex forms, around
the outer rim of which it is now
feeling its way.

F Osteopathy could be said to
have a special field, that field
is in the correction of the derangements of the delicate and
complex feminine functions, which
are all so sympathetically connected
with the nervous system.
The
strains of the regional ligaments,
the great supply of blood required
under certain conditions, and the
possibility ofresulting congestion and
inflammation, call for a refinement of
treatment which drugs have never yet
been able to meet with n1ore than
ruditnentary success.
Osteopathy
has been a boon to women, in the
treatment of conditions which belong
to her sex. It imparts tone and
strength, and assists nature and
smooths the way for its easier action
in all emergencies.

I

Among the most frequent disorders to which tnortal flesh is heir
are · dyspepsia, gastritis and ills
appertaining to the digestive tract.
Those ills afford employment to millions of capital and tens of thousands of people who turn out patent
"medicines," as well as a volume of
medically recognized remedies in
the shape of capsules, tablets and
the like, whose advertisements are
the basis of the existence of a host
of " medical " (?) journals.
If the hogsheads and carloads of
these products had any merit in
them, it would appear that sickness
would be impossible for there is
enough manufactured, sold, "prescribed" and taken, to sink sickness
into the bottomless pit. Such " taking " is a mild form of modern
idiocy. It ignores a knowledge of
the human system. It pre-supposes
in most cases of voJuntary purchase
that the purchaser kaows what ails
him or her. It also pre-supposes
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that the bodily functions are deficient
and that God needed a drug store
when he tnade Man.
Osteopathy has not been in the
field long enough to expose the
rascality and stupidity of this whole
system of drug taking, but it has
opened the eyes and minds of tens
of thousands to the futility-the
criminality of remedies of this
character and Osteopathy demonstrates daily that the most perfect
drug factory in the world is within,
and that it manufactures and prescribes and di~tributes its drugs with
unerring Wisdom. The highly civilized portion of the human family is
exhibiting its ingrained infidelity
and irreligiousness in ignoring the
perfect machine which embodies the
soul and mind and is running wildly
after strange gods for health that can
never come that way.
To enable the systetn to throw
off the dead products of the body
through its inherent and established
agencies is the object, end and aim
along one of the various lines of
Osteopathy.
Osteopaths regard no
treatment as genuine or honest
which has not this end in view. To
that end they begin work in the
background and tunnel under the
marsh spots in the system where
disease broods in malicious glee
before making its attack. In fact in
a sense, Osteopathy is a system of
tunneling and the tunneling is as
thorough and as scientifically designed and executed in the hmnan
system as is the sewerage system of
any of our great cities. The old
school of medicine maintains an
excellent systen1 of slop carts, and
cleans up extremely well, sweeping the dirt and dust and refuse of
the system into piles for the carts
and their drivers.

7

But ·necessary as slop carts are
they are nothing else. A study of
the system reveals a perfect system
of refuse-forming functions, not one,
not two, but many. Nature has
provided the proper avenues for its
automatic disappearance.
But our
lives are so disordered that from
various invisible and ordinarily
unreachable causes this refuse does
not all get away on time or does
not get away as nature intended.
Remnants gather and 1ninuteorganic
disorder ensues. Functions become
more or less impaired and nature is
forced to put up with little faults,
which some how and son1etime
assume force and form sufficient to
obstruct action in a visible way and
then the patient is "sick."
Numerous bodily ills are due to
lungs which are not doing their full
duty and yet are not in a condition
to be pronounced as sickness. In
fact, Osteopathy is constantly detnonstrating that the most dangerous
sickness is non-sickness-that condition wherein the elements of sickness or abnormality, or insufficient
functioning are gathering the
material which in ti1ne will obstruct
proper metabolic action.
The world must learn the science
and value and imperative necessity
of preventive remedies.
The insanity of waiting until a physical
break-down as developed in a thousand forms, must be eradicated from
the human tnind.
Of course the
germ theory of sickness where we
" catch " this and that and the other
illness, requires a different and a
wider consideration. When Osteopathy opens its mouth and speaks the
great Truths which are now assuming
contour within its devt=>loping philosophy it will speak in a tone and
with a clearness and force that will

8
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go far to upset germ theories. ·Speaking from the Absolute standpoint,
Osteopathy knows no germs, but
regarding the Germ theory from the
present experimental, half developed
systems of medicine, the Osteopathist
admits there is a place for tpis theory
and a need for the practice which is
But the time has
based upon it.
arrived when Absolute Truths should
be formulated, recognized, uttered
and put into practice. This practice
is on its way. It is based on the
inherent supremacy of tnind over
matter. It brings with it certain
.absolute requirements in sanitationdiet, and respect for the natural conditions and environments upon
which Life depends. There is much
that is abnonnal in all action, in all
life.
The fundamental thought behind
these observations is, '' Regain."
When we regain, we enter upon a
new curative tnethod and system,
which has very little relation to any
present curative systems.
Any
systent which does not point to and
aim at and struggle towards regainism is temporary, deceptive, halting,
cowardly, as well as unscientific.
Osteopathy regains, regains conditions which permits of the normal
action of all life-giving machinery.

Organic weakness of the heart has
been so successfully treated by Osteopaths that son1ething akin to a
class of specialists has sprung up in
certain quarters.
The heart is
directly under the control of the
nerves and pressure on these nerves
in the neck or at the spine produces
changes in a day, week or month,
that have refused to obey the command of any drug known to t.he
pharmacop~ia. The heart can be
made to respond to treatluent in

many cases almost instantly, and it
can be taught better habhs in an
incredibly short space of timehabits which enable it to react on
tnany associated and related bodily
functions

Osteopathic treatment of the eyes
is accomplishing restorative results,
which even Osteopaths at the outset
did not contemplate.
But Osteopaths knew from the start that the
same principle of life controlled the
eye. Instead of beiri.g a separate
organ and isolated as it were, it
sustains intitnate relations to many
other parts of the body, especially
by means of nervous connections
through the spine.
The achievements in dealing with
astigmatistn, near-sightedness and
such affections, are wonderful, and
illustrate a degree of co-action with
other functions which never before
engaged medico-scientific attention.
In a journal for popular reading, it
is itnpossible to go into a multitude
of details of eye-curing that has a
chann to the Osteopath, but this
much can be said that the eye might
be comparable to an electrical switchboard, although dissimilar, but cmnparable in the sense that it is a
center of action which is associated
with sympathetic nerves that reach
other co-operating nerve centers.
Inflatnmations of the eye, granulated
lids, iritis-conjunctiveness and other
affections give way to Ost~opathic
treatments readily and permanently.
The touch of a finger tip on a
certain nerve has restored what is
popularly known as a cross-eye to
normal, straight vision. Cataracts
have been sent adrift. The eye, to
the Osteopath is a tnost interesting
organ and responds quickly to his
treatment.
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Some current medical journals are
paying more than usual attention to
the cure of that unwelcome condition indicated by the word constipation. It is often told of lost travelers in dense woods that they travel
in circles, coming back each time
to their starting point. Nothing
better illustrates prevailing practice
in Old School practice. Circling
around constipation is certainly
reduced to a science, but a circle is
the longest geometric line between
two points; A great many
people have been traveling for years
in circles or ellipses to get clear of
this annoying and eventually healthdestroying abnormality.
Its control and extirpation was
one of Dr. Still's earliest victories,
when he was laying the foundation
stones of Osteopathy. His followers
have tnade excellent use of his
tnethod.
When understood and
when practiced, it becomes the simplest and most natural retnedial
measure possible to imagine. But
a thorough knowledge of the conlplex relations of the machinery of
the body is necessary. Constipation may and does arise from a
score of causes, all tnore or less
related. When the work is done it
is done thoroughly, and recurrence
of like conditions is tnore difficult.

The question is sometimes asked
by inquirers can Osteopathy help
the nerves? Rather ask what is
there Osteopathy cannot help. There
are two methods of belping nerves
one through lessening their latent
capacity to carry, the other to
maintain that capacity at the normal
level. It is no reflection on past
accepted methods to say that repression has been the adopted method
rather than removal. The keynote

9

of the Osteopathic tnethod if
crowded into one word would be
better. expressed by the word, removal, than by any other, that is the
removal of the causes of nervousness.
An hundred and one influences and
conditions contribute their little
rivulets of influence to form the
stream of nervousness. One of the
most valuable demonstrations of
Osteopathy is that it shows that
nervousness arises out of a number
of conditions and absence of conditions which, prior to its advent
were practical] y unknown, or if not
unknown were disregarded as important factors by the medical profession in the creation of abnormal
conditions. Since the application ot
Osteopathic methods nervousness
has ceased to be, to the extent that
these remedies have been applied, a
serious disturber to health or eomfort.
The fact is that nervousness often has
very little to do with the nerves. The
nerves in such cases are simply recorders, thermometers-barometers,
steam gauges, call the tnanifestation
what you will, of pre-existing conditions. It is not the thermometer
that makes cold weather and it is
not the nerves always that make
nervousness. But the poor nerves
are pounced upon by the average
practitioner as if they were a set of
criminals n1aking war on the body
and mind and they are flayed and
castigated by drugs and Florida and
California tours and church tnice
diet and what not, to restore order
and discipline and bring peace and
quiet to mind and body. To most
of all this treatment the Osteopath
has but one expressive word--" rot."
The harmless, unoffending nerves
do not arouse his ire. He goes beneath, behind, below, to the storehouse of vitality in the human
system which is rich in life-giving
material and sets enough of it loose

10
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to re-anin1ate the nervous system
and re-arrange the connections by
which continuity of the forces which
go to make up manifest life-can go
on their way.

Carlyle says, "Habit is the deepest
law of human nature. It is our
supreme strength, and also in certain
circumstances our ntiserable weakness. Let tne go once, scanning my
way with any earnestness of outlook, and successfully arriving, my
footsteps are an invitation to me a
second time to go by the same way
-it is easier than any other way.
Habit is our primal fundatnental
law-habit and imitation ; there is
nothing more perrennial in us than
these two. They are the source of
all working and all apprenticeship,
of all practice and learning in the
world."

Dr. Combe says that all nervous
diseases have a tnarked tendency to
observe regular periods.
" If we
repeat any kind of mental effort
at the same hour daily, we find
ourselves entering upon it, without
pretneditation, when the time approaches."
George Stanton visited a man in
India who had committed murder,
and in order not only to save his life
but, what was of greater consequence
The Osteopath regards the unobto him, his caste, he had submitted structed, harmonious action of the
to a terrible penalty-to sleep seven various force, fluids and organs of
years on a bed the en tire top of the body as absolutely neccessary
which was studded with iron points to health ; and until such harmony
as sharp as they could be without is restored, health is not possible.
penetrating the flesh. Mr. Stauton The pouring of drugs into the
saw him during the fifth year of his stomach will not affect the cause of
sentence. His skin was then like the trouble, and will only aggravate
the hide of a rhinoceros, he could it by weakening the vitality of the
sleep comfortably on his bed of patient.
We restore equilibrium
thorns, and he said that at the end and nature does the work.
of seven years he thought he would
use the same bed from choice.
In Osteopathy woman has a safe,
Man is a miniature universe, and
sure and conscientious treatment, a
represents mind, motion matter, and
treatment that will assist her to pass
besides the attributes of mind.
through the most critical stage of
her life as easily as nature intended
While the foundation principles
she should.
of our science are largely tnechanical
in character, they are closely related
to and dependent upon ,chemical and
It has been estimated that the vital principles. Osteopathy bases
ratio of medical doctors to the entire itself on the principle that the
population is r to 6oo, while that bodyisself-recuperating, and changes
of the Osteopaths is I to 38,ooo. complex substances into elements
According to this estimate the ratio for distribution to its various parts.
of Osteopaths to the medical rloctors Mechanical principles are employed
is less than I to 6o. The Osteopathic to allow chemical and vital princifield is not overcrowded.
ples to do their intended work.
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Hilton, in his lectures on Rest
and Pain, says : " It would be well,
I think, if the surgeon would fix
upon his memory, as the first professional thought which should accompany him in the course of his
daily occupation, this physiological
truth-that nature has a constant
tendency to repair the injuries to
which her structures may have been
subjected, whether those injuries be
the result of fatigue or exhaustion,
of inflammation or accident. Also
that this reparative power becomes
at once most conspicuous when the
disturbing cause has been removed:
thus presenting to the consideration
of the physician and surgeon a
constantly recurring and sound principle for his guidance in his professional practice."
Osteopathic practltwners have
several vital points to keep in mind,
one of which is to vitalize affected
parts only to the extent needed as
intelligently comprehended. Too
much is as harmful as too little.
There are unmistakable signs to be
guided by.
Dr. A. T. Still says: ''The percent.
of deaths caused by the knife and
ether, and the permanently crippled,
will justify the assertion that it
would be far better for the human
race if it had lived and died in
ignorance of appendicitis.
1

'

and nervous system, to construct the
various parts of the h un1an machinery.
The twenty-six letters of the alphabet can be used to represent all languages, tongues and thoughts of all
peoples. In the human body there is
an alphabet of forces aggregating
hundreds and possibly thousands,
which, when rightly understood, can
be utilized to harmonize its forces
and Inaintain them in healthy action.
Since the days of .$culapius the
delusion has flourished that 1nan
must swallow medicine to rid himself of disease.
Since the introduction of quinine
in medical practice, fibroid tumors
have increased at an alarming rate.
The hun1an being is a tnachine,
the heart an engine, the 1ungs a
fanning machine and a sieve, the
brain with its two lobes, an electric
battery.
In the human make-up we have
one of the most absolute and thoroughly constructed systems, viewed
from the sole of the foot to the crown
of the head. Each and every department has its wires and telegraph
poles, tnillions of them all over the
body, each one being just where it
should be.

Osteopathic treatment has, in
numerous cases, shown that where
appendicitis existed it was due to
previous injury to some set of spinal
nerves caused by strains, jars, or
falls.

Osteopathy has absolute control
over the nervous system, and over the
lungs, if there is no pocket or cavity
in them ; it opens the veins, carrying the refuse away

Osteopathy is prepared to demonstrate and is daily den1onstrating the
ability of nature, through the arteries

When the cerebral arteries are not
supplying the brain with nutriment
we have a " cold " in the head.

l2
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There is an abundance of nutri1nent
in the warehouse but it is not sent

quires time to reach, step by step the
causes, but they are reached and the

out.

foundation of the system is reset-

When the veins assisted by

the 1notor nerves become obstructed
we have " headache."
Health is the perfect harmony of
every vein, nerve and artery in the
body, with a supply of good blood.
Disease is conquered by knowing
how to apply the principles of
Osteopathy along the lines of sensation, motion and nutrition.
Osteopathy represents two forces
which when brought together produce results called "health."
Dr. Still in his autobiography, tells
a little of his early Osteopathic experience in the following lucid
words. "Twenty-two years ago I
had to crawl through the kitchen to
see a child that had the croup. The
child's uncle, John Tibbs of Macon
City, sent me a telegran1 to come and
see his brother's child who was dying
with croup. They had had a consultation of five or six doctors who
had decided that the child could not
live." In five minutes after Dr. Still's
arrival the child began to breathe
easy and in a short time was playing
about the house.
Nine-tenths of the cases that come
to Osteopaths are cases on which
medical science has exhausted itself
Many of these applicants have bodies
which are wrenched or strained.
The first thing to do often, generally
is to stimulate the nerves of the excretory . organs of the system and
"clean house." Often the lungs are
found affected, often the venal nerves,
veins and arteries are not acting
right. The task is complex and re-

to the lasting benefit of the patient.
The time is cmning when every
profession will have to fight its own
battles independently of the law, for
the people are coming to realize that
any cause that cannot stand the light
of day and be subjected to the most
searching investigation ought not to
enjoy the confidence and patronage
of sick people, or have recognition
and standing with the 1nasses.
An Osteopath must know the
shape and position of every bone in
the body-the part to which every
ligament and muscle is attached.
He must know intimately the blood
and nerve supply. He 1nust understand the workings of every part.
He must be a master of human anatmny and physical laws.
Osteopathy controls all of the
fevers of this or any clilnate, all
contagious diseases, all diseas"=s of
the kidneys and of the spine. It
deals with the brain-the liver, the
lungs, the heart, and every division,
part and function of the whole
human body.
An Osteopath in diagnosing a case
does not need to and seldom does
use a single term used in the Old
Schools. He finds plain words and
phrases sufficient, though calling
tnuscles by the same names as are
established by usage.
But when it
comes to disease, he does not hide it
in a long Latin term. It is a disorder and a plain man can be made
to understand what is wrong. The
"disease" is simply the outcome of
a broken current or an unfriendly
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relation existing between the capillaries of the veins or arteries or
some other clearly seen duration
which may be due to one or many
causes.
when every
ght its own
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to the most
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y the blood
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Osteopathy walks hand in hand
with nothing but nature's laws. It
it plainly understood by the natural
ntind. Osteopathy will always do
its work if properly applied.
Osteopathy declares that where
chloroforn1 is used an hundred times,
it could have been wisely avoided
ninety-nine times with beneficial
results to the patient.

all of the
climate, all
diseas~s of
spine. It
liver, the
division,
the whole

Sickness is often caused by the
unnatural detention of fluids in the
body and the resulting chemical
changes. The cause of this detention
is lack of tnotive power to keep
the machinery in action for renovation through the excretory system.
The thing to do is to reach the
oppressed points and centers through
which the vaso-tnotor nerves or
other nerves are irritated, causing
the nervous circulation to be so
feeble as to allow diseased fluids
to accumulate locally or generally
through the systen1.
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Osteopathy reasons that the special
or general power of all the nerves
must be free to travel through all
parts of the body without any
obstruction which tnay be caused
by a dislocated bone, a contracted,
shrunken or enlarged muscle, nerve,
vein or artery. When enlarged or
diminished they are abnormal in
form and all their actions are
reflected as in a tnirror in the heart,
brain and the whole sensory system.
The Osteopath seeks for obstructions,
removes them, and lets nature kindly
do the rest.

t3

The Great Architect has placed in
tnan all the processes of life. This
machinery is competent to warm
itself and cool itself and select its
food, and to supply its highest anticipations.
The Thoughts of God
is found in every drop of blood.
Among the modern health-seeking methods is the custom of winter
trips to Florida, California, or other
inviting climes, where balmy air
deals gently and soothingly with the
worn-down bodily functions. The
custon1 is commendable in itself.
Relief from toil, whether it be commercial or of an overstraining
social type which wears down so
many is tnost desirable, no matter
through whatever avenue it comes.
But a word to those who are able to
gratify this taste and need of travel
as well as to those who are not. All
the travel that a man or woman can
take will not tnend broken bones or
readily or speedily restore disordered
nerves. As well tnight we send a
broken carriage to California or
Florida, to be repaired, as to send a
broken-down hutnan carriage. When
repairs are needed repairs should be
made at the nearest shop. Much
travel for health is delusive and
wasteful. The thing first needed is
restoration of functional activitythen travel, not after health but with
health, and such travel proves to be
exceptionally beneficial to both mind
and body.
The proper time to travel is before
the break-up of the system-when
healthful conditions exist- when
there is no apparent need of travel.
When the philosophy of life and
health comes to be better understood
people will learn to know when to
turn off the pressure, and yield to the
silent demands of nature as to the
expenditure of energy and as to the
cessation from active occupation.
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Dr. Paul Tissier, of Paris, has
written a book which has been
translated into Ertglish, which emphaszies elaborately the advantages
and necessities of inhalation in the
treattnent of certain ailments. The
purpose is to popularize this usually
neglected method. Such practice
belongs to the a-b-c of Osteopathy,
and Osteopaths do not need to buy
or read a book to learn of the vital
importance of inhalation. It is vital
to successful treatment that the
respiratory passages and lungs be
supplied with an abundance of fuel
in the shape of oxygen. The lungs
need oxygen as the stomach needs
food. The one is too generally
stuffed and the other too generally
starved. Those who cotne to Osteopathy will be taught how to
vitalize themselves by proper inhalation.

In sotne n1edical quarters great
efforts are being tnade to broaden
the scope of electrophysics and
special electrotherapy.
A pretentious work covering electricity as a
therapeutic agent has appeared in
which the virtues of nledico-electrical agencies are expanded. Osteopathy takes a very direct and concise
view of this subject when it declares
that medico-electrical applications of
electricity to a disordered system or
a system wherein tissue, muscle,
blood and nerves are deficient in
vital power is simply equivalent to
demanding tnore of these factors
than they are competent to perform.
Osteopathy would first put these
agencies into healthful condition
and talk about electrical assistance
afterward.

discovering that it is advisable to
widen the borders of their remedial
agencies much more than formerly.
This is being done under the general
head of "Mental Therapeutics," or
"Suggestion."
A book recently
published in Philadelphia goes over
the whole field of mental suggestion
involving Hypnotism, Mind Cure,
Faith Cure, Metallotherapy, Shamanistn, Pythonism, Christian Science
and rest cure.
We are told that whatever is
"good " in all thereizms is called
out for use.
There is only one observation to
be made on a book of this character
and that is that to employ any or
all of whatever merits there possibly
may be in all these and all other
izms on a structurally abnonnal system is a loss of time and a loss of
effort.

Modern Medical Practice

"But the
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"And inje
abdo

''Some bl

''But his '

A writer in a western journal has
given us in verse the possible results
of this method of treatment:

" So the

''First they pumped him full of virus from

dies

a mediocre cow,
"Lest the smallpox might invade him, and
leave pitmarks on his brow

"Now his

"That at]
neve
"\Vith th

"Then one day a bull dog bit him, he was
gunning down in Quogue,
"So they filled his veins in Paris with the
extract of mad dog.
"But he caught tuberculosis, so they took
him to Berlin,
''And injected half a gallon of bacilli into

"He neve
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•• But the'
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" If he onl

veins.

him.

Medical tnen who give special
attention to nervous diseases are

''And after he recovered, as of course he had
to do,
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" There came along a rattlesnake, and bit his
thumb in two,
"And again his veins were opened, to receive about a gill
'' Ofsomeserpentinesolution with the venom
in it still ;
"His friends were all delighted at the quickness of his cure ;
"\Vhen he caught the typhoid fever, and
speedy death was sure.
" But the doctors with some sewerage did

tion to
character
oy any or
possibly
all other

" And injected half its gastric juice into his
abdomen.
' ' To prepare him for a Yoyage on an Asiatic

" Some blood was pumped into him from a
leprous old Chinee.
•' But his appetite had vanished, and he could
not eat at all,
" So the virus of dyspepsia was injected in
the fall.
"Now his blood was so diluted, by the reme-

of virus from

dies he'd taken,
" That at last he laid him down and died and

him, and

never did awaken.
""VVith the Brown-Sequard elixir though they
tried resuscitation,
" He never showed a symptom of returning

· with the

animation.
" But the doctor still could save him, he per-

so they took

sistently maintains,
" If he only could inject a little life into his

into

shown to what extent diseases have
been established in the human
syste1n by the taking of drugs. The
extent of drug-formed diseases is
appalling, and no one knows this
better than the Osteopath. This is
one point, however, upon which he
is obliged to be prudently reticent;
while drugs produce results, they
are mainly artificial and leave conditions which call for continuous
corrective after-treatment.
Those
ills termed " chronic " are in
numerous instances the outgrowth
of drug-taking.

inoculate a hen,

sea,

ent:

fS

veins.''

It would be a very valuable contribution to modern medical and
non-medical literature if it could be

A Li be rat Education

That 1nan, I think, has had a
liberal education who has been so
trained in youth that his body is the
ready servant of his will, and does
with ease and pleasure all the work
that as a 1nechanism it is capable of
whose intellect is clear, cold logic
engine, with all its parts of equal
strength and in smooth working
order ; ready, like a steam engine, to
be turned to any kind of work, and
spin the gossatners as well as forge
the anchors of the tnind; whose
1nind is stored with a knowledge of
the great and fundmnental truths of
nature and of the laws of her operations ; one who, no stunted ascetic,
is full of life and fire, but whose
passions are trained to come to heel
by a vigorous will, the servant of a
tender conscience; who has learned
to love all beauty, whether of nature
or of art, to hate all vileness, and to
respect others as himself.
Such an one and no other, I conceive, has had a liberal education,
for he is, as completely as a man can
be, in hai·mony with nature. He
will make the best of her, and she
of hin1.-Thontas H. Huxley.
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Physiologic Therapeutics

T

HE appearance ot ''A Syste1n
of Physiologic Therapeutics " being " a practical
Exposition of the Methods
other than Drug-Giving, in the
Treatment of the Sick and in the
Prevention of Diseases," is one more
evidence of the departure of Old
School Methods and the recognition
of Old School Practice that there is
smnething else than Drugs which are
worthy the respect and consideration
of practitioners of the curing art.
A series of eleven volumes has been
presented to the profession covering
a variety of subjects among which are
Health Resorts , Personal Hygiene,
Food, Exercise, Suggestion, Hydrotherapy, Inhalation, Serotherapy and
Principles of Therapeutics, each subject being treated by one . or more
authors in the medical profession
whose names are identified with
whatever progress, supposable or

actual that has been n1ade in 1nedical
science.
Osteopaths welcome this
widening out process, but they cannot follow these book makers. They
began with all their theories and all,
their practice as their foundation
when they entered upon Osteopathy.
The Old School asks its follovi'ers
to add these features to their practice.
Osteopaths having started with them
as a small apartlnent of the great
building they occupy, merely use
these various tneasures so elaborately
enunciated, but following along the
really basic line of action, vz'::., the
principle that the human system is
a self-supporting and self-curing, and
self-acting machine endowed and
actuated by a principle of vitality
which no science, no learning can
explain or unfold except in its
visible results.
These eleven vol mnes are the beginning perhaps of eleven hundred
vohunes along the same line,
Osteopathy seized the foundation
principles of all and much 1nm·e. It
recognizes that the im1nense capabilities of the body have never been
recognized by the medically learned,
and it is employing and directing
and consulting these forces to effect
hannonious conditions which are
beyond the reach of any systen1 of
medicine what is unable or unwilling
to recognize these fundamental facts.

"When I com1nenced the practice
of medicine," said the doctor, " I
was very poor. I used to sit in my
office day . after day waiting for
patients. I sat like ' Patience on a
Monutnent.' "
"How is it now, doctor?"
" Well, things are changed. I
haven't Patience on a Monun1ent
any more, but I've got montunents
on all ofmypatients."-T/ze Critique.
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T he Nerve Force

T

HE inefficiency of average
medical practice is illustrated
by the growth year by year
in th~ nun1ber of physicians
per head of population.
In the
United States there is, to-day, one
physician for every 700 persons. A
fewyearsagotheratio was r to r,ooo,
and farther back, r to 2,ooo persons.
At present rate of progress it will be
only a comparatively short time
when the ratio will be r to roo.
There is at work a set of influences
which might be tenned forces, which
are operating to reduce the standing
and respectability of the profession.
The chief cause .is the elevation of
the general level of popular intelligence. Behind this is the desire to
1naintain the syste1n in the highest
tenacity to tneet the pressure and
strain oflife. But, coupled with this
desire, is the recognition of the fact of
the unscientific foundation of medicine. The racing and chasing after
fads, and retnedies, and systems by exercise, and walking, and breathing,
and eating, and the intellectual driftings into izms and ologies, in the
direction of a clearer understanding
as to why we are here, all go to
show that popular intelligence is
preparing to soon call tnedical practice into court under the tnost serious
indicttnent that can be formulated
against it. There is such a trend in
public opinion. The world is impatient, exacting. It is in an ugly
humor. Graveyards are filling up too
fast. Hospitals and infinnaries are
overcrowded. The cost of keeping
well is growing. The days of incapacity are growing in number
among tnany people. Society is
organizing and combining for greater
effort. The fires of energy and ambition are calling for more fuel. The
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fields for opportunity are broadening.
The heart of humanity is throbbing
with greater energy, and is stimulated with stronger impulses. New
and diviner truths are dawning,
greater possibilities are rising over
the horizon to which man is forging,
and amid all man feels he must have
more power, energy, force, more
reserve capacity, with which to do
battle in the tnightiest contest that
ever opened up before the human
n1ind in every department and channel of activity, from bread-getting
to race-elevating.
If the schools of medicine cannot
keep up with the procession they
will disintegrate. If · they cannot
cure they will fall back. If they
cannot tneet the just expectations of
humanity they will tneet with its
co11demnation.
At this critical hour in the world's
development, when it is overawed
and overpowered by false systems
and delusive and ineffectual remedies,
steps out of the deep gloom, the
young 111aiden of Osteopathy, with
her hands full of power, from the
source of All Power. She comes as
the voice of God to suffering Humanity. She speaks, not opinions, not
theories, but Truths, which lie in
the bos01n of the Universe, and she
comes to stretch forth her arms and
to in1plant her life-giving touch
upon the weak places in the structure
of Man, who for ages has been living
outside of the true line of health,
and outside of the center which is
pivoted on the eternal truth. Her
n1inistrations are not with drugs.
She does not insult God. She comes
to lift the weight of ignorance, disobedience, neglect, and violation of
natural law, which the hun1an family
has been hugging to itself for ages.
The era is at hand when old error
must flee and truth and right appear.
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Every one who has felt the baptism
of the glorious truth of Osteopathy,
feels that he and she have come with
a power, an agency to made the
world better, with a power that can
lighten the labor of life and convert
it into a means of genuine education
and betterment. Osteopaths are enthusiasts. The truth which has
been hidden is seeking expression
through them, and is finding it.

Osteopathy differs in its methods
and conclusions on aln1ost every
vital question, from all other schools
Osteopathy offers a specific knowledge for all diseases.
Drugs and Osteopathy are as far
apart as the East is from the West.
The Osteopath is drilled into the
most thorough knowledge of Osteopathy, and he has before him a
clear, well-defined mental picture of
all joints, ligaments, 1nuscles, glands,
arteries, veins, lymphatics, fascia,
superficial and deep, all organs. He
knows how they are fed, what they
must do and why they are expected
to do a part, and what would follow
in case that part was not done well
and on time.
Anatomy and its thorough understanding is the foundation and
capstone of Osteopathy. A knowledge of anatomy that is deep and
profound covers every inch of ground
that is necessary to qualify a student
to become a skillful and successful
Osteopath.
But what constitutes a knowledge
of anatomy? It demands an ac-

curate knowledge of the fonn and
places of the bones, the place and
uses of all ligaments and n1uscles,
a thorough knowledge of all the
parts and avenues through which
the blood is conducted, a knowledge
as to how the blood and other fluids
are produced and the channels
through which this fluid 1s conducted to the heart and lungs for
purity and other qualifying processes, previous to entering the
heart for general circulation to
nourish and sustain the whole hutnan
body.
The Osteopath becomes
familiar by the use of the microscope
with the smallest arteries of the
human body, and which, to understand, are of the greatest importance.
He must and does know what
the machinery that actuates these
smallest arteries excretes every day,
hour and minute. The Osteopath
learns the secrets of chemistry as
these laws stand related to the
human body. By studying the laws
of chemistry and by demonstrating
them, the Osteopath learns that
nature can and does successfully and
cons tan tl y com pound and combine
all the necessary elements to produce and sustain muscles, blood,
teeth and bone ligament. The Osteopath learns to understand the
human being as God intended him
to be, and then to be able to detect
the differences, or as he terms them,
the abnormalities of the human
being as he generally is, as well as
the effects that these abnormalities
produce, and bow they affect health
and bring about that condition called
disease.

One of the fundamental purposes
of Osteopathy is to obtain a genuine
knowledge of the brain through
which the force, which retards the
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human body starts, then he learns
how it is conducted to the belts,
pulleys and journals, which are
scattered all over the body. Next he
learns how the blood passes through
a set of pi pes, which we will cal
tubes, some large enough to see by
natural vision, and some so small
as to require the aid of powerful
microscopes to see their infinitely
sn1all forms, through which the
blood and other fluids are conducted
by the heart and force of the brain,
to construct organs, muscles, membranes, and all the agencies necessary to life and motion, and to each
part separately, and to all combined.
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from that basic part of the system
termed fascia, the spongy and
porous substances which hold the
organs in place and give them leeway. Disease is easily found, but
health is more difficult of finding.
A fundamental point is a full and
complete supply of arterial blood,
a supply which is too-too frequently
wanting, a supply which must be
delivered to all parts-organs and
glands by channels.
The disease
called fever is often simply nature's
left hand effort to re-establish some
suspended functions.

The absolute necessity of active
venous drainage is too often overTo cure a patient means vastly looked in certain schools of pracmore than to prescribe a drug to tice. The drainage of the system
remove some effect which the patient is as vital as the supply of the
complains of. The average patient system. If this drainage is not
th£nks he or she knows what is the sustained, congestion or tumefaction
matter. In nine cases in ten they with consequent inflammation arises.
do not know. What they do know To the Osteopath the head and the
and all they know is that they have neck are objects of special care and
a pain, ache, weakness or incapacity investigation. Nerves and fibers in
or realize s01ne abnormal condition. the region of the neck are liable to
The work the Osteopath has before be spasmodically contracted. The
him is to learn the real cause always Osteopath is taught to forcibly
hidden and frequently remote. To remember that perpetual health,
speak from the mechanical stand- ease and comfort of the head begin
point his inspection commences by with the scalp and hair, with these
lining up the wheels with straight nerves and glands and with purity
journals then he exam.ines the of blood supply. The unlitnited
human steam chest, the shafts and freedom of the circulatory system
all the parts of the engine until he of nerves, blood and cerebral fluid
knows whether each is in its proper sustains good hearing and healthy
place and doing its proper work. action of brain. It is dailv demonThe next thing is to see that the strated in Osteopathic practice, that
water and fire are right. After this the lack of this life-giving power
is done health comes. Order and often results in such abnormal
health belong together, and are In- evidences as ulcers of the ear, crosseyes, cataract, granulated lids, even
separable.
tonsilitis and tumors and cancers
of the face, head, tongue, mouth and
Osteopathy has learned and is daily throat. The fundamental cause of
demonstrating that the cause of these results are found to be due in
many ills, of much illness arises large measure to the obstructed
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normal action between the heart a·nd
the terminations of heart action
above it-for want of blood and
nerve harmony.
These neglected
results often produce the sudden
deaths attributed ignorantly and
deceptively to " heart failure."
Consumption often, it might
almost be said, generally begins by
closing the channels of cerebrospinal fluid in the neck, which is
perhaps the most highly refined
element in the body. It is observed
that when this fluid fails in proper
supply, as it often does in eruptive
fevers, colds, and croup, below the
atlas, that fever runs high and dries up
the albumen, leaving it to deposit in
tubercles in the lungs, liver, kidney,
bowels, causing granular growths
and other dead deposits. The common cold often settles down to inflamntation of the lungs, diphtheria,
tonsilitis.
Before all diseases reach their cultninating point they are curable by
the genius of nature's own remedies.
There is hope in Osteopathy for the
consumptive, at any period of the
disease previous to breaking down
by ulceration, or of lung tissue or
otherwise.

S. H. McELHANEY, D. 0.

With a diseased liver perverted
action is set up, which often accounts
for impure and unhealthy deposits
in the nasal passages, and other parts
of the body, such as polypus of the
nose, tumefaction of the 1ungs,
lymphatics, livers, kidneys, uterus,
and even the brain itself. If these
deposits, composed of albumen and
fibren prepared in the liver, should
be, as they sometitnes are, deposited
in the lining tnembranes of the
veins leading to the heart and
loosened in the veins by chemical
action, what is there to expect but
clots to enter the heart and shut off
the arteries supplying the lungs,
stopping further circulation, and
causing heart failure or apoplexy?
The liver is the drug center of
tnore tnedicine than any other
function or organ of the body, and
yet Anzerican 1.'k!edic£ne asks " can
the liver be stimulated by drugs, and
the editor answers his own question
by saying that there is probably no
drug that can be relied upon to
stimulate the kidneys. He then asks
''what will stimulate the liver and
kidneys-and mz'rablc
dz'ctu, he
says water and lots of it. Does
this editor contemplate being an
Osteopath?

VIOLETTA S. DAVIS, D. 0.
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I~
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Human Anatomy. A Complete Systematic
Treatise by Various Authors, Including
Special Sections on Surgical and Topographical Anatomy, the Skin, and Vestigial and
Abnormal Structures.
Edited by Henry
Morris, M.A. and M.B. (Lond.), F.R.C.S.,
Senior Surgeon to Middlesex Hospital ; Examiner in Surgery, University of London ;
Member of the Council, and Chairman of
the Court of Examiners, Royal College of
Surgeons, etc. Second Edition. Rewritten
in Parts and thoroughly revised throughout.
With 790 Illu!>trations, the greater part of
which are Original, over 200 being printed
in colors. Royal Octavo. 1274 pages.

H. M. VASTINE, D. 0.
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philadelphia College of Osteopathy
OSTEOPATHY TAUGHT AS A SCIENCE
We are prepared to teach the science and art of Osteopathy, according to the best
methods known to the profession. Philadelphia is a city of colleges and homes, and the
College of Osteopathy shall conform to the highest standard of equipment and culture, and
provide the best training and accommodation for its students.

COURSE OF STUDY
The course is divided into four terms of five months each, and is graded progressively
with reference to the special science of Osteopathy. The next class begins February
3, 1902.

LIST OF STUDIES-REGULAR COURSE
FIRST TERM: General Descriptive Anatomy, including Osteology, Syndesmology,
Myology, Angiology and Neurology; Histology;
Physiological Physics; Prolegomena to Osteopathy.

Theoretical

Chemistry;

SECOND TERM: General Descriptive Anatomy of the Viscera and Organs of Special
Sense; Demonstrative and Practical Anatomy ; Physiology ; Qualitative and
Quantitative Analysis ; Hygiene; Dietetics; Philosophy and Principles of
Osteopathy.

THIRD TERM: Dissection of entire lateral half of a cadaver by each student.

Regional
Anatomy with Actual Demonstrations; Advanced Physiology; Urinalysis; Toxicology; Clinical Microscopy; Physiological Psychology; Osteopathic Symptomatology and Diagnosis; Nomenclature of Diseases; Applied Osteopathy; Clinical
Demonstration of Osteopathy ; Pathology ; Chemical Jurisprudence.

FOURTH TERM: Topographical Anatomy, with Demonstrations on the Living Model;
Gynecology; Minor Surgery; Dislocations and Fractures; Symptomatology and
Diagnosis; Osteopathic Therapeutics; Clinics; Osteopathic Jurisprudence.

ADVANCED COURSE
In addition to the Regular Course, opportunities are afforded students to further
ground themselves in the essentials of the science of Osteopathy. An Advanced or PostGraduate Course bas been introduced, which is also open to graduates of other schools, who
wish to further their qualifications and professional training. Advanced work in Dissection,
Surgery, Bacteriology, Clinics, and such other work as the student may elect, will be presented in this course.

ANATOMICAL MUSEUM. One of the best equipped in the country; open to all our stttdents.

0.

&

co.,

We have all necessary equipment of laboratories and abundant materials for dissection. Our facilities are the very best. The date for matriculation of next class is February
3, 1902. No better opportunity for a profession can be afforded. Ten thousand practicing
Osteopaths could be located in this State alone, and yet there is little supply for the pressing
demand. We will furnish the addresses of practicing Osteopathists who will confirm our
statements as to its professional standing and remuneration.
Women are received on equal terms with men. 'The minimum of qualification is a
good common education and average natural ability, while all college or univej>ity training
will be useful.
We will be glad to correspond with any who may be interested, and will give full
information as to the time, terms and course of study.

0. ). SNYDER, A.C., M.S., D.O.,

h, Pa.
Bldg.
and Fridays

MASON W. PRESSLY, A.B., Ph.D., D.O.,
Secretary.

President.
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